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ABSTRACT

Delivering media to large numbers of mobile users presents chal-
lenges due to the stringent requirements of streaming media, mobil-
ity, wireless, and scaling to support large numbers of users. This pa-
per presents a Mobile Streaming Media Content Delivery Network
(MSM-CDN) designed to overcome these challenges. The MSM-
CDN is a network overlay consisting of overlay servers on top of
the existing network; these overlay servers are control points that fa-
cilitate end-to-end media delivery and mid-network media services.
This paper presents an overview of the MSM-CDN system architec-
ture, and describes the testbed prototype that we built based on these
architectural principles. The MSM-CDN provides a new platform
for media delivery, and we describe a number of research directions
related to the MSM-CDN.

1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in next-generation cellular networks and wireless LANs
are bringing higher bandwidths to mobile users. These higher band-
widths naturally create the demand for media-rich applications, which
in turn create requirements for a media delivery infrastructure that
can handle the challenges of real-time streaming media; user mobil-
ity; highly dynamic, error-prone wireless channels; and scaling to
large numbers of users.

Even large-scale delivery of web pages has resulted in difficul-
ties such as network congestion and server overload. Content deliv-
ery networks (CDNs) were developed to overcome these problems
and improve the overall performance of the network. The additional
requirements for delivering streaming media to mobile users over
wired and wireless networks further exacerbate these problems and
motivates the need for a new solution.
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Figure 1: Overlay architecture on the existing underlying network.

In this paper, we present a mobile streaming media content de-
livery network (MSM-CDN) designed to provide large-scale media
delivery services to mobile users. The MSM-CDN is a virtual over-
lay network placed on top of today’s IP networks, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The MSM-CDN is a set of managed or self-managed overlay
nodes that work together to deliver media streams to mobile users.
These overlay nodes provide valuable control points in the network
for improving end-to-end streaming performance.

The MSM-CDN is designed to enable large-scale end-to-end
media delivery. Furthermore, the MSM-CDN provides a new plat-
form for research in media delivery. In this paper, Section 2 de-
scribes the MSM-CDN architecture. Section 3 discusses research
areas related to the MSM-CDN. Section 4 highlights the MSM-CDN
testbed prototype which we built. We conclude with final remarks.

2. MSM-CDN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

An end-to-end media delivery system must satisfy a number of sys-
tem requirements. First, a system must be interoperable with exist-
ing infrastructure. Also, it must be flexible to allow customization
for different system requirements. In such a way, systems can be
deployed incrementally, and adapted for evolving user and system
usage patterns. Such flexibility is typically accomplished through
modular design. Finally, it must be self-manageable or manageable
to allow monitoring of system performance by network operators
and users.

This section describes the architecture of a mobile streaming
media content delivery network (MSM-CDN) designed to overcome
the challenges of large-scale, mobile streaming media delivery, while
satisfying the requirements stated above. The MSM-CDN was de-
signed as a network overlay to leverage the connectivity provided by
an underlying network. A key design choice was to develop an adap-
tive architecture that makes the MSM-CDN applicable to a variety of
networks and interoperable with other systems, while still allowing
customizations for the different requirements of each network.

The MSM-CDN architecture is described in three parts: modular
components, component interfaces, and system management.

2.1. MSM-CDN modular components

The MSM-CDN architecture is based on modular components that
interact with one another. This modularity allows the system to be
deployed incrementally over time in a manner that adapts to user,
network, and system load. A more detailed view of the MSM-CDN
is shown in Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, the MSM-CDN is a
collection of overlay nodes, each of which has compute and storage
resources. Each overlay node can consist of a collection of overlay
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servers or managers. In the simplest case, an overlay node can be a
single overlay server or a single manager. In other cases, a node may
contain a cluster of overlay servers and possibly a local manager.
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Figure 2: System architecture consisting of servers and managers.

The overlay servers are the basic building block of the MSM-
CDN. The overlay servers can be used to store or cache media streams
in the middle or edge of the network, and to relay media streams
across the network. Replicating media content across multiple over-
lay servers leads to improved streaming performance, and also pre-
vents server overload and improves scalability since the media can
be delivered from multiple nodes. Furthermore, the overlay servers
have the added role of constantly monitoring their surroundings and
sharing their information with other overlay servers and managers.
Section 2.4 describes the overlay server in further detail.

The managers can be used to gather and analyze system statis-
tics and control various parts of the MSM-CDN. Managers can also
be used for operational purposes such as adding or reconfiguring
overlay servers. Note that management functionalities can be in-
corporated into the overlay servers themselves. When this occurs,
explicit managers are not needed, but the overlay servers can still
work in cooperation with one another.

2.2. MSM-CDN component interfaces

MSM-CDN components interact with one another through their com-
ponent interfaces. These interfaces allow the components to work
cooperatively as they deliver media streams to mobile users. They
also allow the system to be reconfigured to handle changing user
patterns and time-varying network and system loads.

Media transport is done through streaming and data transfer in-
terfaces. Streaming interfaces allow overlay servers to receive stream-
ing inputs from media sources such as streaming servers, live media
recorders, or other overlay servers and to send streaming outputs to
media players or other overlay servers. Thus, live media streams can
be relayed across a network from streaming sources to media clients
through one or more overlay servers. Data transfer interfaces allow
overlay servers to receive and send media files or media segments in
a file transfer mode. This interface allows overlay servers to transfer
entire media streams or segments of media streams with web servers
and with other overlay servers. As one example, the data transfer in-
terface can be used by the overlay server to prefetch media streams
for predicted user requests.

Control/management interfaces allow overlay servers and man-
agers to query other MSM-CDN components for information such
as content usage statistics, server load, and network congestion. The
control interface also allows managers and overlay servers to give
and receive commands to and from other MSM-CDN components.
This interface allows the overlay servers to cooperate and act as a
system to collect and analyze statistics, predict behaviors from these

statistics, and perform tasks to serve predicted user requests in a
resource-efficient manner.

2.3. MSM-CDN system management

Manageability was a key design goal of the MSM-CDN. MSM-CDN
management can be divided into two functions, (1) system mon-
itoring, measurement, and analysis (through queries) and (2) sys-
tem control (through commands). Both these functions can be per-
formed between components through the management/control inter-
face. The control interface allows the system to accept and give
requests and commands. Since each overlay server tracks its own
statistics, it can respond to queries for content usage, server load,
and network conditions. Also, overlay servers can respond to com-
mands for moving content, beginning and ending streaming sessions,
and processing streams. These commands and requests can be from
other overlay servers or managers.

The flexibility and modularity of the MSM-CDN architecture
allows it to be configured for centralized or distributed operation,
push or pull mode, and its scalablity and adaptability allow it to be
customized for a large range of deployment scenarios.

2.4. MSM-CDN overlay server functionalities

The basic functionalities of the overlay server include streaming,
caching, content distribution, resource monitoring, resource man-
agement, and signaling. Furthermore, an overlay server may also
have advanced media service functionalities that can perform ses-
sion management of streaming media sessions and media processing
operations on cached and relayed media streams.

The overlay server’s basic streaming functionalities include the
ability to send and receive media streams through its streaming inter-
face. A single scheduler is employed to coordinate the streaming of
multiple sessions, thereby allowing inter-session optimization. The
overlay server supports session control functions such as start, stop,
and pause for outgoing streams and record for incoming streams.

The overlay server has caching functionalities that allow it to
store and retrieve media streams to and from the disk. For overlay
servers that are close to a client, caching can achieve reduced latency
for media access, and reduce total amount of network traffic. The
cached content can also be locked for a specified period of time to
prevent eviction from cache replacement policies.

The overlay server has content distribution functionalities that
allow it to transfer media streams to and from other overlay servers
or standard web or streaming servers. A received media stream can
be cached by the overlay node, and/or relayed to other nodes. For
instance, the overlay servers can perform overlay-level multicast, or
stream splitting, where the overlay server relays a single stream to
multiple recipients [1].

The overlay server has resource monitoring and management
functionalities that allow it to monitor and log its observations over
time, and share these logs with other overlay servers and managers
through the control/management interface. Each overlay server tracks
the requests that it receives, its server load, and observed network
conditions. The logs of many overlay servers can be gathered and
analyzed to improve the performance of the MSM-CDN.

Overlay servers have peering functionalities that allow them to
query or track the contents of other overlay servers for requests that
are not in its cache. It can have parent/child or sibling relationships
with other overlay servers. The overlay server peering relationships
can be changed through the management interface.
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An overlay server may also have advanced media service func-
tionalities that allow it to manage media sessions and process media
streams. Media processing operations include media transcoding,
to adapt media streams for diverse client capabilities and changing
network conditions [2, 3, 4]; and media segmentation, to enable ef-
ficient delivery of long media streams by caching media segments
aligned with user viewing statistics. Overlay servers can also per-
form midstream handoff of streaming sessions as well as midstream
handoff of live transcoding sessions [5].

3. MSM-CDN RESEARCH

The MSM-CDN was designed to enable large-scale end-to-end me-
dia delivery. It also represents a new platform for research. This sec-
tion describes a number of research directions for the MSM-CDN.

Media distribution across MSM-CDN infrastructure: Placing
media content on an overlay server close to a requesting client can
lead to the media being streamed over a shorter network path, thus
reducing the startup latency of a streaming session, the probability
of packet loss, and the total network usage. This motivates the need
for media distribution algorithms that optimize system performance
based on the predicted demand. These optimizations can be per-
formed by aggregating measured statistics and developing predictive
prefetching algorithms based on statistical analysis. Specifically, the
prediction can be based on the content request patterns monitored,
logged, and reported by the overlay servers through the control and
management interface. Thus, appropriate cache allocation is a key
problem, as is the pre-distribution of media content across a caching
infrastructure, and the selected locations of the caches [6].

Media caching: Closely related is the problem of media caching
on the overlay servers. The goal of improving cache hit rate makes
it desirable to store large numbers of media streams on the overlay
servers. However, since media streams can require large amounts of
storage, storing entire media streams in a cache is clearly inefficient.
Thus, the media caching problem involves determining what media
streams [7] or media stream segments should be cached [8]. These
decisions can be based on a number of factors such as media popu-
larity, size, cacheability, and other factors such as premium content
versus free content. Media distribution and caching are critical com-
ponents of the MSM-CDN because they can lead to considerable
improvements in resource utilization and system reliability.

Client request redirection/server selection: When a client re-
quests some content, it must be directed to a server for serving the
content. This can be achieved through a number of mechanisms,
such as manipulating DNS entries or dynamic SMIL modification [9].
This operation also requires a system monitoring and management
component for finding the “best” overlay server based on a number
of metrics, including content availability, server load, and network
load. An architecture was designed for monitoring the server and
network load of overlay servers and assigning requests to the least-
loaded, available edge server [10].

Media streaming: Streaming involves the delivery of long, con-
tinuous media streams, and desires highly predictable bandwidths,
low delay, and preferably no losses. In particular, mid-stream dis-
ruption of a streaming session can be highly distracting. There are
a variety of research opportunities in adaptive streaming in overlay
nodes for improving system performance [11].

Stream scheduling: A number of opportunities lie in the gen-
eral area of stream scheduling. These scheduling problems have
a number of flavors, where the basic idea is scheduling the packet
transmissions for a media stream over a channel that may exhibit

time-varying available bandwidth, loss rate, and delay. While early
streaming systems simply transmitted media packets in consecutive
order without regard for the importance of individual packets, sig-
nificant benefits result by simply accounting for the priority of each
packet, e.g. I, P, or B frame or scalable layer. Further benefits re-
sult from rate-distortion optimized packet scheduling, which decides
which packet should be transmitted at each transmission opportu-
nity, as a function of estimated channel conditions and client feed-
back [12, 13]. In addition, low-complexity stream scheduling algo-
rithms can exploit periodic coding structures in the encoded video [14].

Mid-network stream adaptation for diverse clients and network
conditions: A streaming system must be able to deliver media streams
to a diverse range of clients over heterogeneous, time-varying net-
works. In many scenarios, the downstream network conditions and
client capabilities are not known in advance. In these scenarios, it is
useful to be able to dynamically adapt streaming media to match the
available bandwidth and capabilities of the specific client device. A
number of approaches can be used to solve this problem. Multiple
file switching switches between media files coded at different data
rates [15]. Scalable coding stores base and enhancement streams
that can be sent in a prioritized fashion [16]. Transcoding adapts
pre-compressed streams into formats better suited for downstream
conditions. These methods provide different tradeoffs in terms of
flexibility, compression efficiency, and complexity [2, 3, 4].

Wireless streaming: Wireless channels are a shared, highly dy-
namic medium, leading to unpredictable, time-varying available band-
width, delay, and loss rates. A key opportunity lies in optimizing
wireless streaming algorithms from the overlay servers. Since an
overlay server can be co-located with the wireless basestation, it can
more readily adapt the streaming to the wireless channel variations.

End-to-end security: A related problem involves the desire to
provide end-to-end security for a streaming session, while also sup-
porting mid-network transcoding. While these properties appear to
be mutually exclusive, a careful co-design of the compression, en-
cryption, and packetization can enable mid-network transcoding while
preserving end-to-end security (secure transcoding) [17].

Streaming to many clients: Another key problem is support-
ing popular events via multicast or one-to-many communication. IP
Multicast is currently not supported in the Internet, but application-
layer multicast can be provided by the overlay network. In addition,
diverse clients requiring different bit rate versions of the same con-
tent can be supported by using scalable coding and sending different
layers on different multicast trees–each receiver joins the appropriate
multicast tree(s) based on the desired content [1]. Similarly, multi-
ple multicast trees can provide different amounts of FEC for error
control, where each client selects the desired amount of FEC [18].

Robust streaming using distributed infrastructure and diversity:
The distributed infrastructure of the MSM-CDN also provides an
opportunity to explicitly achieve path diversity or server diversity
between each client and multiple nearby overlay servers. For exam-
ple, multiple servers can send different streams over different paths
(partially shared and partially not) to each client, thereby providing
various forms of diversity which can overcome congestion or out-
age along a single path, and improved fault tolerance. This may be
achieved using multiple description (MD) coding as an MD-CDN
[19] (using various MD codecs, e.g. [20, 21, 22]) or single descrip-
tion or scalable coding with FEC [23, 24, 25]. It can also be achieved
by using multiple wireless basestations or 802.11 access points [26].

Handoff of streaming sessions: Streaming media delivery dif-
fers from webpage delivery in that streaming sessions are often long
lived. The long-lived nature of streaming sessions combined with
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user mobility raises the technical issue of midstream handoffs of
streaming sessions between overlay servers. Furthermore, when the
streaming session involves transcoding, mid-stream hand-off of the
transcoding session may also be required [5].

Dynamic load balancing of long-lived streaming sessions: The
midstream handoff capability is also useful for enabling improved
dynamic load balancing and fault tolerance. As more streaming
sessions are started, it may be useful to rebalance the streaming or
transcoding sessions. For example, the overlay nodes can be used to
explicitly route streams by using application-level forwarding where
the overlay servers act as relays [20]. By combining this with the
mid-stream handoff capability, streams can be dynamically re-routed
to alleviate network congestion and improve load balancing.

Advanced media services: In addition to media delivery, the
MSM-CDN overlay can be used to perform in-network media pro-
cessing services on delivered media streams. Example media ser-
vices include transcoding and video or audio processing operations
such as background removal or noise reduction. Offering such ser-
vices requires the development of mid-network media processing al-
gorithms and a media services architecture (MSA) that is coupled
with the media delivery architecture [27].

4. MSM-CDN TESTBED PROTOTYPE

A mobile streaming media testbed was designed and built to demon-
strate the capabilities of the MSM-CDN. The testbed consists of a
number of basic entities including content servers with pre-encoded
content and a live MPEG-4 encoder/streamer; streaming media clients
running on laptops and PDAs (HP iPAQs) connected over 802.11;
and streaming overlay servers and management servers that together
form an adaptive MSM-CDN. These entities together perform the
functionalities of content distribution and caching, streaming, re-
source monitoring, resource management, and signalling. To fa-
cilitate interoperability with different clients, the streaming server
supports both 3GPP PSS [28] and ISMA [29] specifications. These
specifications establish interfaces between streaming clients and servers
and provide guidelines for the use of RTSP, SDP, and RTP. Interop-
erability has been demonstrated with 3GPP-compliant servers and
with QuickTime, RealPlayer, and third-party 3GPP-compliant play-
ers. Signalling between MSM-CDN overlay nodes is performed us-
ing SOAP/XML. The testbed has nodes in the US and Japan. The
overlay nodes perform live stream splitting (application-layer multi-
cast) and media service functions such as live in-network transcod-
ing of MPEG-4 video streams [2]. Live streaming upload (RTSP
Record) from the mobile client to the infrastructure is supported.
Segment-based media caching is used to improve cache usage while
being transparent to the clients. The system performs client redirec-
tion to overlay servers using a portal server architecture with SMIL-
based URL rewriting [9]. The management server is a service lo-
cation manager (SLM) [10] that assigns client-requested streaming,
transcoding, or media service sessions [27] to the best overlay server
based on network and system resource usage. Additional details on
the MSM-CDN system design and prototype are given in [30].

5. SUMMARY

We presented an architecture for a mobile streaming media content
delivery network (MSM-CDN) designed to deliver media to large
numbers of mobile users. This system handles challenges that arise
due to the stringent requirements imposed by streaming media, mo-
bility, and wireless. The system architecture was designed to be

flexible, modular, and interoperable with other systems and under-
lying networks. The MSM-CDN provides a new platform for ad-
vanced research to improve the end-to-end system performance. An
MSM-CDN testbed prototype was built based on these architectural
principles, and the prototype was tested with 3GPP-compliant origin
servers and media clients.
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